
Gary i,urr 
11 Victoria Street Oast 
Cookstown, Ontario 
Canada LOL ILO 

3/9/93 

Dear Gary, 

The box with your as, ap;:endix A and the cassette came today. Because I am deep into 

so many things, with a maunscript of my own to stTA reading and correcting, and it is 

ore than 260,00) words long, probably more than 300,0.0 words, and bonen:A I'm tied up 

all day tomorrow, I dropped everything and first read your letter and then started 
A 

Appendin/becauoe of what you say about it on the first page. 

You say you "axe under certain time restriction."1 take this to mean that the dead-

line is about 4_2 days after 'Larch 12 from your first graf. I cannot possibqr do anything 

in that time. You mailed it 2/27 and it is now only 11 days before you have to get it to 

the grahmiatical editor. The only thing I can do, which I think I told you, is read it in 

odd free moments, of which I  do not have mffnyi. 

You say also, we have gone out on a large limb if someone is going to saw it off 

behind us as we would like to know now rather than say, July, October or later. If you 

fee& that there are areas of potential trouble, misuse of data or facts..." you'd like to 

know. 

Those are things you should have raised with me long before you completed the ms. 

I wondered more when I road what you say on page 2,"that we have come up with some 

new ideas of the shooting..." That troubled me much, as I'll e:plain. And then you vent, 

your emphasis, "everything generated by FBI agents Sibert and O'Neill, either from the 

small branch office in Baltimore or from Washington." They generated nothing from Wash-

ington and the resident agency from which they worked wax existed because the Baltimore 

office required agents to be stationed elsewhere. tike here in Frederick. That one was 

and is in Hyattsville, oh(the Wahaigton border. While your lack of accurate information 

troubled me, that you imagine troYbled me more. 'Inx are imagining a role they did not 

have, and bedieve me, Francis O'Neill is alive and quite capable of suing. As Freer and 

Kellerman, being dead, cannot. 

So, to begin with, I have nothing at all to do with any assassination theorising. 

Before I appear on a TV show I get the promise that the show will not do anything like 

that. I get double-crosded but I refuse to appear without that promise. You are con-

jeoturin and I won't be associated with that in any way. 

As I skimmed the first part of Appendix A I immediately disagree with your account of 

thorn on page 1. Your source:lion page 5 dp not include your source on those Citations, which 

was published long ago. (You even misspell the nary as "Spectre," too.) 

When you say at the bottom. of page 3,"Greer 	he first shot, striking the 

President in the throat, " consider :;our limb sawed off and be prepared to be sued by 

an assassination nut/exp oiteennme Cooper whose impossible notion this is and who has 
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for years been selling that, including in a VCR cassette. You have not seen any such thing 
as a revolver or pistol in Greer's hand, in Cooper'96ersion, obviously, his left hand.Per- 

- haps with a poor copy you imagine acing it. In any event, it is not there. *) easiest 
way for you to szilIsfy yourself on it is to haveTo4one you trust in Washington go to 
the archives and have thorn project the slides for those Frames. The slides are made from 
the orirrinal and I've projected them to a four-foot width and found them clear. 

Why did you not ask me about this and the other things you apparently go into, as 
sugested b y or interest in non-existing Sibert-O'Heill reports, before you scat to all 
this work, cost and trouble? 

I do not take time to take any initiativea against any books and I won t with NIUXX 
yours but you can be sure that if it gets any attention at all you'll be clobbered by 
the sires of all the other theories. 

And if the bookx does not get wi Y attention,. it gets no sales to amount to anything. 
If you still want me to read it, I'll do that when I can. But all I'll promise to 

do is use a highlighter to call things I consider wrong or dubious to your attention. 
I can't begin 	take the tiue to annotate. I can do that only with my right hand while 
I hold what I'm annotating with my left. 1  must keep my legs elevated when I'm not 

In  thumbing through the apT)ndix I see that you refer to the autopsy report holograph 
as noo 11=03 made after talking to Perry. And in the caption on 13 you say of the correct 
locating of the wound in the back that it is "as observed and recorded at Bethesda autopgy." 

It is not and it certaiNly is not as "recorded "there. it comes from the Burkley death 
certificate, which I published in facsimile in Post Mortem. 

k 
A1 age 21, ll'icua.c G, you have a negative photostat of the receipt I also brought 

to 	in its original form, blakh on white. Tho only source I recall of the one you use 
is one VT Mark Lane's tricks to pretend this came to light as his work, in a very bad 
piece he wrote for the old Los Mageles Free press. 

Since ely, 

Harold Weisberg 


